ABOUT CAL ERR (CALIBRATION ERR)

This radio is unlocked and will not need to be coded by a dealer.

It may flash Cal Err for a few Seconds when you turn the vehicle on. This will go away after the radio learn the vehicle VIN number, how long it takes depends on the counter in the radio. The radio will not fully learn your VIN number till the counter is at 0. When these radios or unlocked they have to put the counter at a random number to unlock them. The counter goes from 0 to 100.

Every time you cycle (start the vehicle) its counts backwards, once its back to 0 it will fully learn you VIN number and the cal err will go away the average time is about 2 weeks depending on where the counter was set at and how often the vehicle is started in a day.

The radio will function normally during this time it will only flash the cal err when you start the vehicle and the thief light may not flash or the button light may not work till the counter is reset.